
Since 2005 Rise Up has served as a celebration of all things coffee. Fifteen years of endless education and constant 
evolution has led to where we are today. By always seeking a better way forward, Rise Up learns something new 
about coffee every day. This humble approach has led to something really special.

For hundreds of years coffee has been ‘the crop of the poor’. Coffee is also one of the most heavily pesticide-treated 
crops in the world. Rise Up exists to help change this. For this reason, Rise Up will always be entirely dedicated to 
Fair Trade Organic coffee.

GROWN BY FRIENDS

If there is any superhero in the coffee industry it is the farmers who grow 

the coffee. Unlike others in our industry, Rise Up does not pretend to have 

‘discovered’ anything. Our coffee represents generations of coffee farmers 

who are proud individuals and are 100% dedicated to organic cultivation. 

We are lucky to call these farmers friends!

ROASTED BY FRIENDS

Rise Up was founded by a former Peace Corps volunteer who believed in a better 

way of doing business with a very simple philosophy: ‘Quality Backed by Quality 

People’. For years when asked if he was making money, he would respond with 

“But you’ve got to meet these people!”. This has never been more true than it is 

today. Rise Up has the absolute BEST people! While incredibly thankful, we could 

not imagine existing in any other way.

ENJOYED BY FRIENDS

If coffee is about anything it is about connection. We are deeply inspired by the 

meaningful connections folks have made with Rise Up. But this connection flows in 

both directions. Our knlowledge & understanding of the American coffee drinker 

helps us dial in our taste profiles and roast the coffee that our customers want to 

drink each day. Seems obvious, but very few craft coffee roasters take this 

approach. That’s why we like to say Rise Up Coffee is, ‘Uncommon Joe for the 

Common Joe’! 

If all the stars align and our wildest dreams come true, what will this all have meant? It will simply mean that Rise Up’s 

legacy will be the significant difference we made in the lives of everyone mentioned above.
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